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I,. The Origin of the Problem: Classical Mechanics

Advances in science, often unify conceptually things previously thought to

be unconnected. Thus Newtonian mechanics untried our understanding of stel-

lax and terrestial motions, and MaxweU's theoryun_ed our understanding of

e'_tro--magnetic phenomena and light. Einstein's special theory of relativity

unified our concepts of spaceand time, and hisgeneral theory unified our con-

ceptions of spacetime and gravity. My thesis here is that the integration of

consciousness into science requires considering together two outstanding funda-

mental problems in contemporary science, namely the problem of the connection

between mind and brain, and the problem of measurement in quantum theory.

Each of these problems concerns the interface between two domains of phenom-

ena that _ze currently described by using different conceptual systems: mind and

brain are described in psychological and physical terms, respectively, whereas the

measurement problem in quantum theory is to recondie the concepts of classical

physics that are used to describe the world of visible objects with the concepts

of quantum theory that are used to describe the world of atomic proces,_es. In

earJa case the problem of constructing a coherent overarcking conceptualization

appears to be so intractable that many scientists have judged the problem to

be a pseudo problem not suited to scientific study. However, technological ad-

vances are now providing data that bear increasingly on the interfaces between

the domains that had heretofore been empirically separate. Given these new

data, and the prospect of more to come, science can now profitably take up the

challenge of providing a conceptual framework that unifies the mental, physical,

classical, and quantal aspects of nature.

William James highlighted the seemingly intractable character of the mind-

brain problem with the following two quotations: 1)

Suppose it to have become quite clear that a shock in conscious-

ness and a molecular motion are the subjective and objective faces of

the same thing; we continue utterly incapable of uniting the two so

as to conceive the testy of which they are the two faces. (Spencer)

and

The passage from the physics of the brain to the corresponding

facts of consciousness is unthinkable. Granted that a definite thought
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and a definite molecular action in the brain occur simultaneously; we

do not possess the intellectual organ, nor apparently any rudiment

of the organ, which would allow us to pass, by a process of reasoning,

from one to the other. (Tyndall)

• In commenting on this issue James dearly recognized that the problem was

with the concepts of classical physics. Referring to the scientists who would one

• day illuminate the problem he said:

the necessities of the case will maJ_e them "metaphysical". Mean-

while the best way in which we can facilitate their advent is to un-

derstand how great is the darkness in which we grope, and never

forget that the natural--science assumptions with which we started

are provisional and revisable things. 2)

James evidently foresaw, on the basis of considerations of the mind-brain prob-

lena, the eventual dislodgement of classical mechanics from theposition it held

during his day. We now know that classical mechanics fails at the atomic level:

it has been superseded by quantum mecha._cs.

That classical mechanics is not capable of integrating consciousness into

science is manifest. Classic_'d physics is an expression of Descartes' idea that

nature is divided into two logica_y unrelated and noninteracting parts, mind

and matter. However, the integration of consciousness into science requires,

instead, a logical framework in which these two aspects of nature are Unked

in ways that can account for both the observed influence of brain processes

on mental processes, and the apparent influence of mental processes on brain
processes.

Bri_in process depend in a sensitive way upon atomic processes. Hence

a quantum mechamcal treatment is mandated in pri:_ciple. However, the brain

has a hie_ :xcldc..a_structure, with larger structures being built from smaller ones,

and as one moves to higher levels the concepts of classical physics seem to work

increasingly well. Since consciousness appears to be a high-level process one

might think that it should be comprehended within the conceptual framework

of classical physics. In support of this idea some scientists have noted that,

even in nonbiolog-ical systems, as one moves to higher levels of orgardzation new
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structures often emerge that exercise effective control over lower-level processes.

Thus it is argued that just as a "vortex" can, within the conceptual framework of

classical physics, emerge as an entity that controls the motions of the molecules

from which it is built, so might there emerge, from a stratum of brain activities

completely compatible with the concepts of classical physics, a "consciousness"

that controls lower-level brain processes.

There is, however, an essential conceptual difference between consciousness

and a system such as a vortex that is compatible with the concepts of classical

physics. The essential characteristic of consciousness is that it is felt: it is felt

experience; felt awareness. Any system that is compatible with the concepts of

classical physics can be described, insofar as its physical behavior is concerned, as

composed of the physical elements provided by classical physics, such as atoms,

and electro-magnetic fields. However, the description in terms of these elements

does not, by itself, specify whether the system has an appended experiential

aspect --- a feel. Nature may elect to add feel, but the classical physicists can

consider the purely physical version without any added quality of feel, and this

latter version behaves, according to the precepts of classical physics, in exactly

the same way as the one with feel. Thus within the framework of classical

physics feel is, per se, nonefficacious: it has no effect on the physical world.

This problem has been clearly understood for h_mdreds of years, and is the

core of the mind-brain problem.

It is only recently that the brain sdences have amassed enough data to make

feasible a serious effort to understand the dynamics of the mind-brain connection

within the framework of the basic laws of physics. An adequate classical-physics

treatment of the mind-brain problem is not possible, for the reason discussed

above. On the other hand, the application of quantum mecha_cs appears to be

blocked by three major technical problems.

The first problem, which has already been mentioned, is that quantum
G

theoryisprimarilya theoryofatomicprocesses,whereasconsciousnessappears

to be connectedwith macroscopicbrainactivities,and macroscopicprocesses

arewelldescribedby classicalphysics.

The secondproblem isthat,due to a failureofan essentialconditionof

isolation,quantum theory,asdevelopedforthestudyofatornJcprocesses,does



not apply to biological systems, such as brains.

The third problem is that the orthodox Copenhagen interpretation of quan-

tum theoryinstructsustoregardthequantum formalismasmerelya set ofrules

forcalculatingexpectationsaboutour observations,notasa description,orpic-

" ture,ofphysicalrealityitself.However,withouta descriptionofphysicalreality

consciousnessbecomes a puzzlewithinan enigma.

• Any acceptablequantum mechanicaltreatmentofthe connectionbetween

mind and brainmust resolvethesethreemajor technicalproblems.Inthetreat-

ment tobe describedheretheresolutionofthethirdproblemresolvesautomat-

ica_yalsotheothertwo.

2. A Quantum Ontology

The mathematicalconceptsin quantum theoryarefundamentallydiffer-

ent from thoseofclassicalphysics.This differencemakes itdi_culttoform a

unifiedconceptionofnature.The Copenhagen strategyforcircumventingthese

conceptualdifficulties,by settlingfora setof computationalrulesconnecting

human observations,ratherthanstrivingtocomprehend thenatureoftheunder-

lyingreality,was stronglyopposedby Einstein,Schroedinger,and many other

principalcontributorsto thedevelopmentofquantum theory.However, those

criticswere unableto put forthany alternativeproposals.EventuallyWerner

Heisenberg,one of the chiefarchitectsand strongestdefendersof the Copen-

hagen interpretation,did tryto form a coherentpicturesofwhat isactually

happening.

InHeisenberg'spicture,which istheone LuformalIyadoptedby most prac-

ticingquantum physidsts,the classicalworld of materialparticles,evolving

in accordance with local deterministic mathematical laws, is replaced by the

Hei_nberg state of the universe. This state can be pictured as a complicated

wave, which, like its classical counterpart, evolves in accordance with local de-

terministic laws of motion. However, this Heisenberg state represents not the

actual physical universe itself, in the normal sense, but merely a set of "objec-

tive tendencies", or "propensities", connected to an impending actual event. The

connection is this: for each of the alternative possible forms that this impending

event might take the Heisenberg state specifies a propensity, or tendency, for the

event to take that form. The choice between these alternative possible forms is



asserted to be governed by "pure chance", weighted by these pr _pensities.

The actual event itself is simply an abrupt change in the Heisenberg state: it

is sometimes called _the collapse of the wave function". The new state describes

the tendencies associated with the he.zt actual event. This leads to an alternating

succession of states and events, in which the s_ate at earda stage describes the

propensities associated with the event that follows it. In this way the universe

becomes controlled in peat by strictly deterministic mathematical laws, and in

part by mathematically defined _pure chance".

The actual events become, in Heisenberg's ontology, the fundamental en-

tities from which the evolving universe is built. The properties of these actual

events are determined by the quantum formalism. These properties are remark-

able: they lead to a quantum world profoundly different from the one pictured

in classical physics.

Each Heisenberg actual event has both local and global aspects. Loca_y,

each such event acts over a macroscopic domain in an integrative fashion: it

actualizes, as a unit, some integrated high-level action or activity, such as the

firing of a Geiger counter. This essential quality of the actual event to grasp as

a unit, and actualize as a whole, an entire high-level pattern of activity injects

into the quantum universe an integrative aspect wholly lacking in the classical

conception of nature. This fundamentally integrative action of the Heisenberg

actual event is the foundation of the quantum theory of consciousness developed
aere.

Each actual event has also a global or universal aspect: its action is not

wholly confined to may local region, but emends to distant parts of the universe.

These two intertwined aspects rcis¢ from the fact that the Heisenberg actual

event is represented within the quantmu formalism by the change induced in the

Heisenberg state of the universe by the action upon it of a localized operator.

This change in the state of the universe, although induced by the action of a

localized operator, produces a global change in the tendencies for the next actual

event. Thus each actual event is a global change in the tendencies for the next
actual event.

By introducing in this way a quantum ontology, and thus departing from

the purely epistemological stance of the strictly orthodox Copenhagen inter-



pretation,one can remove thesubjectivehuman observerfrom the quantum

descriptionof the physicalworld and speak directlyabout the actualdispo-

sitionsof the measuringdevices,ratherthan the knowledge of the observer.

Thus the moon can be said to be "really there" even when nobody is looking.

" And Schroedinger's cat is, actually, either dead or alive. More importantly, the

degrees of freedom of a biological system that correspond to its macroscopic

• features can be considered to be highly constrained, and to specifya classical

framework, or matrix, within which one can consider the atomic proc_ses that

axe essential to its functioning.

This useful ontology has two defects. The first is its rUn-away ontology:

the supposedly actual things to which the tendencies refer consist only of shifts

in tendencies for future actual things, which consist, in turn, only of shifts in

tendencies for still more distantly future things, and so on ad infinitum: each

actuality:isdefinedonlyinterms of possiblefutureones,in a sequencethat
neverends.

The second defect is the omission from the description of nature of the one

thing really known to exist: human thought.

These two difficulties fit hand-in-glove: the first is that some authentic

actual things axe needed to break the _te regress; the second is that some

authentic actual things have been left out.

These considerations motivate the first basic pro_ of this work, which

is to attach to each Heisenberg actual event an experiential aspect. The latter

is called the feel of this event, and it can be considered to be the aspect of the

actual event that gives it its status as an intrinsic actuality.

The central question then becomes: What principle determines the struc-

ture of the feel of an actual event? More narrowly: How is the structure of

human experience connected to the structure of human brain processes?

The answer, according to the present theory, is this: Each human experience

has a compositional structure that is isomorphic to the compositional structure
of the actual brain event of which it is the feel.

To understand the nature of these two compositional structures one must

look closely at brain processes and psychological processes. We begin by giving
a general overview of the former.



3. The Functioning of the Brain: An Overview

The primary function of the brain is to gather information about both

its environment and the body, to formulate possible plans of action, to choose a

single plan of. action, and to overate the execution of that plan. Various patterns
o

of neural excitation become activated in the course of. these activities. These

patterns must presumably represent, among other things, the information that

needstobe processed,suchasthesensedstateofthebody and theenvironment,

and theprograms forcoordinatedmotor action.

Gerald Edelman 4) has given recently a scientifically based account of how

the brain could have: (1), evolved under natural selection; (2), developed during

its individual growth; and (3), become conditioned by its individual history, in

such a way as to allow these features that need to be processed to become

represented by patterns of. neural excitations. One key ingredient is the idea of

the facilitation of such patterns by physical changes at the synaptic junctions.

This process permits certain recurring patterns of excitations in the cerebral

cortex that are originally weakly activated by a particular neural activity to

become strongly and selectively activated by that activity. Facilitation also

permits association, whereby the excitation of parts of a facilitated pattern

activates, under certain conditions, the rest of that pattern. This association

process provides a neural mechanism for retrieval of memories.

To do its job the brain must evidently possess a representation of. the body

and its environment. I call this representation the body-world schema. A

lizard, or a frog, a_ it watches a moving insect, is, by its attention, continually

updating parts of its body-world schema. Quite generally, a basic element of

brain operation is the periodic updating, by attention to particular details, of

parts of the body-world schema.

When I choose to raise my arm I do not consciously instruct each muscle. I

mentally raise my arm to its intended place, and unconscious processes execute

the implied instruction. Thus we evidently possess a "projected body-world

schema" whose content is akin to that of the _current body-world schema", but

which specifies a goa/or intention, rather than the current state of affairs. It

shares with the current body-world schema the feature that its contents are

periodically updated in response to conscious acts of. attention.



Each item in the body-world schema (current, projected, and historical) has

a certain key part, which is part of the directive, or instruction, that led to the

plar.ement of that item in the schema. Thus if I consult my body-world schema

to find out what I just saw on my fight, the instruction by which I can reconfirm

. orupdate that item is immediately available through association: upon releasing

an inhibition this instruction becomes carried out by the unconscious levels of

• processing.

When I choose to raise my arm I a/so generally choose, or intend, at the same

time, to monitor its motion. Thus, just as for the current body-world schema,

an item placed in the projected body-world schema can generally contain anr

instruction of the same kind as the instruction that produced that item. This

instruction placed in the projected body-world schema will, if not amended,

normally be carried out at the appropriate time by the unconscious processes.

It appears from these considerations that the brain can, under suitable

conditions of alertness, sustain a _top--level process" with the following three
general characteristics"

1. Its elements are events that actualize instructions to lower-level processes.

2. These instructions cause the lower-level processes to gather information,

prepare for and execute actions, and construct the next top-level instruc-
tion.

3. Each top-level instruction is an updating of the body-world schema, or of
some generalization of that schema.

At the neural level this sort of arrangement can be implemented by a cat-

egory of patterns of neural excitations thai; I call "symbols". Each top-level

instruction consists of a collection , or "chord", of these symbols. Each such

symbol when "released" (e.g., by blocking some inhibitory signals) tends to ac-
tivate, by association, the lower-level processes that it symbolizes.

This general picture of brain operation, which will be amplified later, al>

pears compatible with the growing body of evidence coming from the brain

sciences (See ref. 27). I shall not review the evidence here, but will simply ac-

cept this overall picture and proceed to explore the impact of treating quantum
mechanically certain important atomic processes that occur in the alert brain.
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4. Incorporation of Quantum Mechanics

An element of brain dynaznJcs where atomic processes play a key role is the
r

releaseofa vesiclecontai1_Jngneurotra_mitterintoa synapticjunction.Our

theoretical picture 5) of this p.,x)cess is that an action-potential pulse opens chart-
li

nels for calcium ions, which then migrate by diffusion to release sites. Several
such ions must attach at a site to effect the release of the vesicle.

I

In the model of ref. 5 a calcium ion travels about 50nra in a time of

about 200#s, on its way from channel exit to release site. Simple estimates

of the uncertainty principle limitations upon body-tempera- ture calcium ions
i'

diffusing in this way show that the wave packet of _,he calcium ion must grow
to a size many orders larger than that of the calcium ion itself. Hence that the

idea of a single classical trajectory becomes inappropriate: quantum concepts

must in principle be used.

According to quantum theory the quantum state generated by this proc_s

of diffusion is a complex multipaz_icle state whose one-particle probabilities

should approximate the probabilJtie_ given by the classical calculation.

The probability for an action-potential pulse to release a vesicle at a cor-

tical synapse appears to be about 50%. 8) If, in some small time window (say
,,

a fraction of a millisecond), N synapses receive action-potential pulses then

there will be 2g alternative possible configurations of vesicle releases, each with

a roughly equal probability. Each alternative possibility is represented in the

evolving quantum mechanical wave function.

The brain is a highly nonlinear system with feedback. Classical computer

simulations r) show that the macroscopic state into which it will evolve is very

sensitive to small variation_ at the synaptic level. It is therefore, I think, virtu-

,ally inconceivable that a variation over the 2N alternative possible configurations

of vesicle releases could, in general, have no influence on the eventual macro-

scopic state into which the system evolvc_. Nonlinear systems are generally

very sensitive to smaE changes, and there is no reason to believe that the brain

could be totally insensitive to such differences. Thus a universe containing a

conscious brain, represented quantum mechanically, must be expected to evolve

into a state that represents a super'position of macroscopically different alterna-

tive possibilities for the brain, providect there is no actual event that reduces
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the statetoone thatisnot a superpositionofthiskind.

Thisraisesthekeyquestion:At what pointdoesan actualeventintervene?

This issue was addressed by John von Neumann in an analysis s) that con-

stitutes the foundation of the quantum theory of measurement, von Neumann
I

considered a sequence of measuring devices, with the first one meamu-ing the

atomic system, and eaz.h other device measuring the response of the one before

it, with the last one being, conceptually at least, some innermost level of the

brain. He showed that, for his idealized caze, it made hardly any difference at all

at which point the actual event intervened to select one of the several macroscop-

ically different possibilities: the quantum mechanical probabilities were virtually

independent of where the "Heisenberg cut" was drawn between the "quant_un

system" and the classically described device that was measuring it.

I shall exploit von Neumann's result by assuming that in the alert brain the

main actual events occur at the point where a choice is made between alternative

possible in._tructions in the top-level process. Since tc_--level instructions gen-

erally initiate large and differing responses by the lower-level processing mech-

anisms, this assumption is analogous to Heisenberg's assumption for inanimate

objects that the actual event occurs only at a high level, where it chooses be-

tween states corresponding to macroscopicalIy different actions of the object,

such as the firing or nonfiring of a Geiger counter. Human conscious events are

assumed to be the feels of these top-level events, which actualize macroscopic

patterns of neural activity. We now have in place a general description of brain

operation compatible with quantum theory, and can pose the question of the
connection of brain to consciousness.

5. Brain and Consciousness

We are not conscious of what is going on in our brains. We are conscious of,

for example, Beethoven symphonies, and sunsets. How can such a felt experience
be the _feel" of some events in the brain?

" To start with something simpler than a Beethoven symphony consider a

triangle: Why, when we look at a triangle, do we experience three lines joined

at three points, and not some pattern of neuron firings?

To answer this question let us consider first Edelman's explanation of how

the visual cortex comes to be organized. The problem is this: the growth of the
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neuronsconnectingtheretinatothevisualcortexisnotcompletelydetern_ined

by geneticprograrn_g: thereisa greatdealof"contingency.But then how

does thestructuralinformationpresentat the retinagetproperlyrecon__itute

atthecortex,ratherthanbecoming hopelesslyscrambledby the randomnessof

the neural connections?

The answer is i;hat the sacca_c movements of the eye cause the neurons

that receive signals from adjacent retinal regions to receive temporally correlated

signals. The resulting spatially distributed but temporally correlated patterus

of excitation in the visual cortex then become automatically associated, by the

facilitation process. Thus some of the structure at the retinal level becomes

mapped into a spatialJy distribution analog structure in the realm of the cortical

patterns of e×cita;ion.

Building up from this initial organization, initiated by the saccadJc eye

movements, repetitious patterns occtLring at the retina facilitate corresponding

patterns in the cortex.

Thu_ even though the neural wiring is somewhat haphazard, the process of

facilitation nevertheless automatically establishes analogs of attended or recur-

ring retinal patterns within the realm of the cortical r_atter_ of excitations.

Patterns present in the visualcortex become associated, i_ the same wa3',

with the neural accompaniments of those motor actions that bring them :.nto

being. 'Thus recxtrfing features of the external v'isual scene will come to be

associate.<t with complex patterns of excitations that include the patterns that
produce the motor actior_s that allow these features to be sensed.

Due to this mapping of structure the cortical patterns generated by atten-

tion to the extenaal triangle will be "congruent" to the external triangle. For

example, the adjacency properties of the poin_.s along the three lines of the tri-

angle wi]l have their symbolic representations among the cortical patterns orig-

inally fe0:ilitated by the saccadic eye movements. Similarly, the various other

perceived structural features of the external triangle will be represented by sym-

bols that have been previously constructed by brain processes to represent such
connections.

The act of attending to the external triangle implants this symbolic rep-

resentation of the externa' triangle into the body-world schema. More specifi-
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cally, this act of attending leads to an actual event that updates the body-world

schema by actualizing an integrated chord of symbols that is "congruent" to the

external triangle, in the sense that it wi.ll contain symbols that are the analogs

of the various structural features that characterize the external triangle i_self.

It might seem that this shi_ from the external triangle to a congruent inner

representation has not helped at all, but only made things worse. Even if we

grant the congruency property the question remains: Why do we experience the

triangle rather than the _gs of neurons? We do not wish to introduce an

homunculus that surveys the brain, and is able to decipher its complex activity

and see a triangle.

This deciphering problem arises, however, only if one slides back to the

classical concepts. In the quantum ontology a brain attending to am external

triangle is not performing the retrograde act of transforming an actual external

triangle into some congruent structure of particle motions, which must then be

deciphered to be perceived as a triangle. Rather it is transforming the external

triangle, which exists only as a pattern of disjoint events and tendencies, into

a single event that actualizes, in integrated form, an image of the structural

cormections that inhere in the perceived triangle. The brain, therefore, does not

convert an actua] whole triangle into some jumbled set of particle motions; rather

it converts a concatenation of separate external events into the actualization

of some sin_e integrated pattern of neural activity that is congruent to the

perceived whole triangle. The central question is then: Why is the actualizing

of this integrated pattern of activity felt as the perceiving of the triangle? More

generally: Why do brain events feel t.m way they do?

6. Qua]ia: The Experiential or Felt Quality of Actual Events.

The present theory asserts that each human conscious experience is the feel

of an event in the top-level process occurring in a human brain. This brain

process is asserted to consist of a sequence of Heisenberg actual events called

. the top-level events. Each such event actualizes some macroscopic quasi-stable

pattern of neural activity. The pattern actualized by a top-level event is ca_ed

. a symbol. It normally consists of set of other symbols, called its components,

linked together by a superposed neural activity.

Actualizing a symbol S engenders enduring physical changes in the synapses
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(facilitation)thatcauseany subsequentactualizationofany component ofS to

createa patternof dispositionsforthe activationsof the othercomponents

of S (association).Thus the actualizationof any symbol S createsa pattern

of dispositions for the activation of ali symbols havSaag a component that is a

component also of S.

The actualization of any symbol S thus produces tendencies for the activa-

tion of various collections of symbols. One such collection, C, may be far more

strongly disposed to activation than the others. Then the actualization of $

constitutes am instruction for the ar_ualization of that collection of symbols C.

Due to quantum indeterminary many alternative possible collections C

must have nonzero weight. The next top-level event actualizes one collection,

together with a superposed structure of neural activity that grows up around

it and gives the whole pattern stability and distinctiveness, allowing it to stand

out from the c2_aotic continuum of background activity and be actualized as a

distinct quasi-stable pattern of neural activity. The full set of symbols, and of

dispositions of symbols to activate symbols, created during the life of the brain

by the top-level process, is called the generalized bady--world schema. The body-

world schema mentioned earlier is an integral part of it. Each top--level event

augments the generalized body-world schema, and is therefore an updating of
it.

The generalized body-world schema is an organizational structure in which

all symbols are effectively stored, in latent form, for later retrieval by cross-

referencing. The retrieval mecha.rgsm is presumably this: if a symbol S haz a

disposition to be activated by several symbols, then the simultaneous actual-

ization of these several symbols will cause S to be activated more quickly, and

hence become actualized before the symbols less strongly disposed to activation

reac2a the threshold for possible actualization.

This retrieval mechanism can allow brain process to actualize, by cross-

referencing, the symbol that represents, for example, the occupant of a certain

place at a certain time, without interference from the symbols representing the o

occt_pants of that place at other times, or the occupants of other places at that

time; and I,o actualize the symbol that represents the place where an object

represented by a certain symbol is located at a certain time, without interference

from the symbols representing the locations of that object at other times. The
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gener_]i_edbody-world schema thusbecomes thephysicalbasisforthe long-

term memory system. The top-levelproce_ isthe generatorofthismemory

system.

We may now statean essentialpoint:Ea_ top-levelevent actua_zesa

. symbol, and this symbol has components that are themselves symbols. Thus each

top-level event is represented by a symbol that has a compositional structure:

- it has components that are entities of the same kind as itself.

Consider next the mental side. The structure of mental states has been

extensively studied. I accept the conclusions of William James, who cites with

strong approbation the following quotation: "Our mental states always have an

essential unity, such that each state of apprehension, however variously com-

pounded, is a single whole of which every component is, therefore, strictly ap-

prehended (so far as it is apprehended) as a part. Such is the elementary bases

from which all our intellectual operations commence"?}

A component of a thought, so far as it is apprehended, is itself a possible

thought. Thus each thought has a compositional structure: it has components

that are entities of the same kind as itself. Our basic principle is that the

compositional structure of the feel of a top-level event is isomorphic to the

compositional structure of the symbol actualized by that event: there is a one-

to-one mapping of symbols to feels, and this mapping preserves compositional
structure.

The fundamentally integrative character of the Heisenberg actual event en-

tem here in a critical way. The Heisenberg event grasps as a whole an entire

integrated pattern of physical activity. This essential unity of the actualized

physical state accords with the essential unity, of its mental counterpart.

William James has described the profound conceptual inadequacy of classi-

cal mechanics - as a basis for understanding the connection between brain and

mind- that is so satisfactorily resolved at this point by quantum theory. Having

. emphasized the essential unity of each thought, and a first difficulty that arises

from it, James goes on to say: "The second difficulty is deeper still. The 'entire

. brain-process' is not a physical fact at all. It is the appearance to an onlooking

mind of a multitude of physical facts. 'Entire brain' is nothing but our name for

the way in which a million of molecules arranged in certain positions may affect
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our senses. On the principles of the corpuscular or mechanical philosophy, the

only realities are the separate molecules, or at most the cells. Their aggrega-

tion into a 'brain' is a fiction of popular speech. Such a fiction cannot serve as

the objectively real counterpart to any psychic state whatever. Only a genuine

physical fact can so serve. But the molecular fact is the only genuine physical
fact --" 1o)

In the quantum ontology the only genuine physical facts are the actual

events. Hence some a£tual event must 'serve as the objectively re_ counterpart

to [each] psychic state.' But in this case the essential unity of the physic state - so

incomprehensible within reductionist classical thought- mirrors the essential

unity of its physical counterpart. In both case the ontological progression is

from the ontologicaLly fundamental wholes to their ontologica_y subordinate

components, rather than from presumed ontologically fundamental elements to

assemblies thereof. This shift from synthetic ontology to analytic ontology is
the foundation of the present work.

A fundaznental feature of experience is the feel of the 'flow of consciousness',

or the 'perception of time'. On the other hand, each actual event is ontologically

distinct from _ others, and its feel is the feel of itself alone. Thus the "present"

mental event is the feel exclusively of the "present" physical event; it has no

acce, s to past physical events.

But how, then, does one account for the 'flow of consciousness' and the

'perception of time'. These phras_ refer to an extensively analyzed empirical

structure described in rough terms by William James in the following way: "If

the present thought is of ABCDEFG, the next one will be of BCDEFGH, and the

one a-Cterthat of CDEFGHI -- the lingerings" of the pa_t dropping successively

away, and the incomings of the future making up the loss". TM

According to this picture, each immediat.elV present mental event contains

within itself a sequence of parts perceived as "temporally" ordered.

This "temporal" structure of ear.h mental event evidently arises, in part,

in the foUowing way: due to the quasi---stable character of symbols the symbol

axrtualized by a top-level event will generally have among its components, many

of the components of the symbol actualized by the preceding top-level event'

the set of components of the new symbol will include many of the components
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of its predecessor, together with some new symbols. Thus the feel of the new

event will have components that correspond to components of earlier events.

If someone recites quickly an unfamiliar sequence of four numbers an at-

tentive listener can readily repeat the sequence, or repeat the part of it starting

. from any one of its four components. However, reciting the sequence the reverse

order requires more effort. Thus there is evidently a dynamical tendency for

• associations between the temporal slices of a thought to move from any slice

to its temporal successor, rather than randomly about. The existence of this

tendency means that the superposed structure of the symbol, which creates the

dispositional "associations" between its components, must give larger disposi-

tions to the associations that run forward in the "temporal" ordering. Since

this enveloping neural structure tends to recreate the earlier temporally ordered

patterns of activity, such a biasing for _forward" association is to be expected.

It will be accommodated in our representation of the compositional structure of

a symbol in terms of its components by allowing both a "+" composition that is

commutative [a + b - b + ai and also a "sequential product" that is noncommu-

tative and nonassociative [(abcd)# (abdc), ((abc)(def)) =/=(abode f)]. The "+"

composition combines symbols without "temporal" biasing, .and the sequential

composition combines symbols with _temporal" bia._ng. Thus the brain event

that follows upon the hearing of the spoken sequence (5, 6, 2, 8) is represented

by (5628), and it is felt as the heard sequence (5, 6, 2, 8). Here I have used the

same numeric symbols to represent the spoken words, the components of the

symbol actualized by the top--level brain event, and the components of the feel
of that event.

James' picture of a marching sequence of fixed letters is only a first approxi-
mation. Each actualized symbol creates dispositions for the activation of va_ous

symbols that were actualized together with itself in earlier top-level events. Thus

as one of James' letters marches through the sequence of successive events its

original symbolic counterpart becomes embellished by an expanding network of

" symbols, consisting of symbols that were actualized together with it during ear-

lier top-level events. The feel tied to the marching letter consequently becomes

" embellished by the feels of these earlier events: its _meaning" becomes enlarged

and sharpened by the agglutination of feels associated with related past events.

The symbols are quasi--stable structur_ with fatigue characteristies that
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cause them eventually to fade out. Thus after an initial period of intensity,

accompanied by a growing sense of _neaning', the feel tied to any fixed letter

in James' picture will begin to fade out, and it will eventually die away. James

has described this waxing and waning of the intensity and sha_ness of the

"temporal" components of a present mental state, when it is analysed in terms

of the variation of the "temporal" variable: the earliercomponents axe vague,

the ones later in the "temporal" sequence axe clearer, and the ones still later in

thissequence fade away.

The range of possible "meanings", as characterized by the number at possi-

ble structural forms of these embellishments, can be huge. James cites evidence

that a mental event may have as many as 40 temporally distinguished parts. 12)

Suppose there are just ten fundamental symbols, and that all others axe formed

by simply the sequential compositions of these ten. Then the number of possible

embellishments generated in the first 20 steps, e.g., before the fading sets in, is
I0_o.

Embellishment leads to "meaning" because the embellished symbol is ex'pe-

rienced as a felt structure of feelings each of which corresponds to a related past

event: an observed "bicycle" comes to be associated with a structure of feels

in which are imbedded childhood experiences of locomotion, spills, adventures,

etc.,: i.e., of what a bicycle led to in the past, and hence might lead to again.

These "meanings" arise, however, only from the structural content of the

symbol: the ten basic symbols act as undefined symbols from which all the

structures axe built, but the 10[ permutations of these ten basic symbols leave

the internal structural content unchanged: all connections between feels are left

unchanged by these permutations. Thus the possible shades of meaning number,

in principle, 10=°/10!, in this example.

The distinction being emphasized here is between the elemental, or abso-

lute, units of experience, such as the immediate direct experience of redness,

or of the pitch of high C, and the meanings of symbols that arise from their

compositional structures. The former are the feels of certain actualized patterns

of neural activity, and would be different if the patterns of neural activity repre-

senting these symbols were different. The former reside in the internal structural

composition of the symbol and would be left unchanged if the feel of all symbols
were shifted in a way that maintained the feel of "nearness" that feels can have
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to one another.

The dynamical process of embellishment considered above, in which the

symbolic counterpart of each "letter" in the temporal sequence develops associ-

ations by itself, as if it developed in isolation from the other symbols actuaZized

. together with it, is an over simplification: symbols actualized together act to-

gether; they act as combined dispositions for the activation of other symbols. It

. is this capacity of the different temporal components of a single top-level event

to act jointly that gives brain process its capacity to compare and combine

symbols, and to manipulate them in other ways.

Each normal top-level event Contains a background of symbols that persists

through the various "temporal" slices into which it is divided. This background

of symbols is felt as a persisting background of intentions and other feels, against

which the more transitory feels are contrasted. This background constitutes the

feel of "self" that pervades each normal human experience.

This felt "seLf" is s'maply part of the experience. The only carrier that

links these experiences together is the brain: the brain is the only receiver of

the experiences. Each experience exists, and has a structure that mirrors the

structure actualized in the brain by the event it reifies. What could be more

simple and natural?

7. Comparison to Other Treatments

Gerald Edelman and John Eccles have recently set forth detailed proposals

concerning the connection between mind and brain. Their proposals, which

constitute serious efforts to accommodate, and integrate, the growing body of

neurophysiological, neuropsychological, and other relevant scientific data, are

compared in this section to the theory described above. Comparison is made

also to the positions of Bohr, von Neumann, and Wigner.

7.1 Comparison to Edelman

- Edelman's theory rests on a comprehensive general account of the develop-

ment of the brain during evolution, during embryonic gro_ rth, and during the

life of the individual person. This account provides a fairly detailed description,

based on the relevant scientific data, of the development and functioning of a

level of neural processing that is subsumed in my term "lower-level processing".
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According to Edelman's theory these lower-level brain process must con-

tin four specific components if consciousness is to emerge. The first of these

components is perceptual categorization, which is a neural process mediated by

synaptic change that causes particular patterns of neural activity to become ac-
,s

tivated by, and hence associated with, particular patterns of signals from sense

organs. The second lower-level component deemed necessary for the emergence

ofconsciousness is thefunctioningofneuralpathwaysdedicatedtotheincorpo-

rationintobrain processing of values pertaining to the physiological and other

needs of the organism. TMThe th2rd necessary lower-level component is memory,

which, in this context, is a system property of the brain, mediated by synap-

ticchange,which arisesfrom the continualcreationof new patternsof neural

activityrepresentingnew categories.These new categories,expressedasneu-

ralactivities, correlate and compare the categories previously created. 14)The

fourth component of lower-level neural processing deemed necessary for con-

sciousness is a component that effects learning, which is "context-dependent

behavioral change governed by positive or negative value under conditioas of

expectancy" .Is)

These four components of brain processing can, according to Edelman's

theory, function without the occurrence of conscious awareness, i.e., without

consciousness. According to Edelman's theory, _Consciousness is the result of

an ongoing categorical comparison of the workings of two kinds of nervous orga-

nization. This comparison is based on a special kind of memory, and is related

to the satisfaction of certain physiologically determined needs as that memory is

brought up to date by the perceptual categorizations that emerge from ongoing

present experience. Through behavior and particularly through learning, the

continual interaction of this kind of memory with present perception results in
consciousness." 18)

The terms "memory" and "perception", as used here, do not in themselves

carry any connotation of conscious awareness: they pertain to neural process, as

described above. Consciousness is thus claimed to be the result of an interaction

between these two components of the unconscious neural processing.

This key process of the emergence of consciousness is described in various

places in Edeknan's book: _ . . . imagine that the various memory repertoire

dedicated to the storage of the categorization of past matches of value to percep-
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tual category are [reciproca_y] connected to [the neural systen _ ,] dealing with

current sensory input and motor response. By such means, past correlations

of category with value are now interactive in real time with current: percep-

tual categorizations before they are altered bythe value-dependent portions of

" the nervous system. A kind of bootstrapping occurs in which current value-

free perceptual categorization interacts with value--dominated memory before

" further contributing to alteration of that memory. PrimaaT consciousness thus

emerges from a ... recategorical memory (relating prev/oz_ value--category sc.-

quences) as it interacts with current input categories arising from neural systems

dedicated to present value-free perceptual categorizations." lr) "It is the discrim-

inative comparison between value-dominated memory involving the conceptual

system and the current ongoing perceptual categorization that generates primary

consciousness of objects and events" !S)" _the generation of a 'mental ima,_e' ...

emerges aa a result of a series of ... correlations of [perceptual] categori,es to

... values ..." 19) "The functioning of these key [reciprocal] cormections [be-

tween past value--category connections and current perceptual categorizations]

provides the sufficient condition for the appearance of primary consciousness'2°).

The question arises as to how one is to interpret this claim that this special

neural process is a sufficient condition for consciousness to occur. Does this claim

mean that the occurrence of consciousness is logically entailed by the occurrence

of this neural process?

At the beginning of his book Edelman lists a set of constraints on hi._ un-

dertaking. The first of these is the condition that "Any adequate glob_ theory

of brain function must include a scientific theory of consciousness, but to be

scientifically acceptable it must avoid the C.artesian dilemma. In other words,

it must be uncompromisingly physical and be based on res eztensa, and indeed
be derivable from them "21)

This condition seems to demand that the emergence of consciousness be

. derivable from the properties of matter. Edelman accepts "modem physics as

an adequate description for our purposes of the nature of material properties" z2)

Thus Edelman's demand appears to be that the emergence of consciousness must

be actually derivable from phys;.¢_, or at least from properties of systems describ-

able in principle in terms of the COncepts of physics. This strong interpretation

is reinforced by the claim raade in the final chapter that "no special addition to
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physics is required for the emergence of consciousness "22) .

If this indeed be the claim then Edelman's account falls short. For the

particular neural process that in claimed to be sufficient for the emergence of

consciousness is a physical process describable in principle m terms of neurali

patterns of excitation, and hence, if one ignores the subtleti¢_ connected to

quantum theory, as Edelman does, in terms of atoms, and electrons, etc. Ac-
,t

cording to the precepts of physics (if quantum effects are ignored) these atoms

and electrons, etc., will behave in exactly the same way whether or not a qual-

ity of conscious awareness emerges in connection with this particular physical

process.

This parti'cular neural process may be connected in some very natural way

to some particular quality or kind of awareness. However, that fact, joined to

the laws of phy,Acs does not entail that this particular quality of awareness must

actually come into existence when that physical process occurs. Consequently,

the assertion that this quality of awareness does come into existence under those

special physical conditions is "a special addition physics": it is not entailed by,

or derivable from, the principles of physics.

To the extent that one ignores the effects introduced by quantum theory,

and hence adheres to the precepts of classical physics, this extra or added qual-

ity of awareness is necessarily nonefficacious: it has no effect on the ongoing

neural process. The theory therefore does not succeed in avoiding the Cartesian

dilemma, as the initial condition demanded, but introduces a causally discon-

nected res cogitans.

Edelman has, it appears to me, accepted a tacit assumption that if there is

a neural action that functions in a way that i.s a natural image of the subjective

feel of a possible conscious event, then this conscious event will in fact occur

if the neural action occurs. This is Edelman's implicit analog of my explicit

postulates about feels.

The problem with Edelman's approach is that if one adheres to his demand

that the "view of brain function and consciousness should be based on materialist

metaphysics "24), and hence rules out quantum physics, and perforce retreats

to classical physics, then there is nothing in the _,hysics that singles out these

special processes as being in any way spedal. They are special only because they
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be _ssociated in a certain way with things outside classicM physics, namely

possible conscious experiences. But then the claimed connection between these

two domains is, from the physics point of view_ completely ad hoc. This ad-

hotness is connected to the fact that the conscious awareness, per st, is, within

. the conceptual framework of classical physics, whoUy nonefficacious.

In the Heisenberg quantum ontology, on the other hand, the place where

. consciousness enters is, from the physics point of view, d_namically singled out,

and consciousnessisableto become causallyefBcacious.Consequently,the

quantum theoryofconsciousnesscomes much closertofi]]JngEdelman'sdemand

thatthetheorybe l:a.sedon resextensa,asdescribedby modem physics,than

histheorycots.

7.2Comparison toEccles

The theoryofEcclesTM isexplicitlydualistic:itpostulatesa mentalentity

thatinteractswiththebrain,and thatcontinues',toexistafterthedeathand de-

structionofthebrain.This " homunculus"isaZtowedtoinfluencebrainprocess

by exploitingthelarkofdeterminismallowedby quantum theory.AlthoughLc-

cles'theorythusexploitsthe freedomintroducedby quantum theory,itneither

appealsto,nor exploits,the profoundconceptualchange wroughtby quantum

theory.

Eccles'theoryisfundamentallydifferentft.'orethe theoryproposed here,

which explicitlytieseveryhuman consciouseventto a correspondingphysical

eventina human brain.Neuropsychologicalevidenceexiststhatdiscriminates,

I believe,betweenEccles'theoryand mine° ltcomes from thebehaviorofcer-

tainpatientswho have sufferedmassivepaxietallobedamage, and subsequently

exhibita neglectsyndrome: a lossofabilityto_ttendto certainpartsoftheir

bodieslocatedcontralateralto thedamaged ar_ ofthe brain.Theirbehaviors

suggeststhatthe impairment ismore thanjust,a lossof abilityto controlor

sensepartsofthe body, or even tocommunicate or spea& about them, but is

• ratherisa completedisappearanceofany representationoftheaflq.ictedpartof

thebody from the patient'srepertoireofconsciousthoughts:the _cted part

seems simplyto disappearfrom thepatient'sconceptionofhisbody.

Such an effect can be naturally understood as a consequence of elimination

, of the representation of the a._cted part from t:he body schema by the destruc-
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tionof the neuralbasisofthe patternsofactivitythatconstitutethesymbols

that correspond to that part of the body. In the quantum theory of conscious-

ness proposed here the mantal universe of each human being consists exclusively

of the felt quality of actual events constructed out of the symbols that are the

building blocks of the (generalized) body-world schema: consciousness is the felt

quality of the manipulating actions of these symbols upon each other. These

symbols are thus the currency of consciousness and the destruction of any of

them must cause a reduction in the person's mental universe.

A homunculus residing in a separate mental world, and able to survive the

death and destruction of the brain, would, presumably, not be itself impaired by

the brain damage: it_ meztal universe would be left. essentially intact. The dam-

aged brain would be unable to respond as fully to the action of the homunculus

upon it, and this impairment would result in problems in communication, and

control, and in the re_:procal action of sensing. But the representation of the

afflicted part would not disappear from the patient's mental universe itself, as

is suggested by the evidence: the patient should not be puzzled to discover that

there is a left arm connected to his body; _,2.} the patient should "know" that

he has a left arm, even though he has recently been deprived by brain damage

of the ability to directly sense or control it. Hence he should not be puzzled to
discover it.

Some other evidence supportive of the quantum theory, but not necessarily

discrimative relative to Eccles' theory, is the data of Libet TM pertaining to the

delay in the occurrence of the conscious awareness of a voluntary intention to act,

relative to the onset of the neural activity that prepares for the conscious event.

The foundations of the quantum theory of consciousness are: (1), the idea that

the brain functions to plan, select, and execute single integrated actions; (2), the

idea that, due to the unavoidable intrusion of quantum uncertainties into the

synaptic processing, and the subsequent amplification of these quantum symaptic

processes, the brain functions in a way that is basically similar to a quantum

measuring device such as a Geiger counter, in the specific sense that the evolution

of the physical system in accordance with the basic local law of evolution (i.e., the

Schroedinger or Heisenberg equations of motion) necessarily produces, normally,

a state that represents a super'position of macroscopically distinctive states, such

as the firing or nonfizing of the Geiger counter, or the activation or nonactivation
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of the neural activities that represent the intention to raise an arm: and (3),

the acceptance of Heisenberg position that these two alternative macroscopic

possibilities do not botA actually occur, in some absolute sense, as is claimed

. by the competing 'hnany-w0rlds" interpretation of quantum theory, but tha*,

instead, the representation of the physical system by a quantum-mechanical

• state is a representation not of the actual world itself, but rather of the tendencies

for the occurrence of an actual event that will select and actualize one of the

macroscopically distinct alternatives.

In the context of the Libet experiments the critical point is that according

to the Heisenberg picture there must first be a separation, generated by the evo-

lution in accordance with the deterministic equation of motion, of the physical

state into parts representing several ma_roscopica_y distinct possibilities before

the act of choosing one of these macroscopica_y distinct alternatives occurs. In

the brain most of the processing activity is done at the unconscious level: the

lower-levelprocess first prepares the distinctive alternatives, and the Heisenberg

actual event then selects and actualizes one of them. Thus the delay found by

Libet is demanded by this quantum mechanical theory of consciousness.

In the homunculax theory it would seem that the homunculus could first

decide to raise the arm, and then interact with the brain Luorder to bring about

its desired end, and that the conscious event would therefore precede the neural

activity that leads to the motor action.

7.3 Comparison to Bohr

The strictly orthodox Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory brings

human experience into physics in a way much more explicit than classical tlmory

did. The quantum theory is interpreted as fundamentally a theory that allows

the scientist to form expectations about certain of his experiences. These are

experiences that ca_ be described in terms of specifications formulated in terms

" of the concepts of classical physics. This last stipulation effectively removes the

in_vidual human experience from any place of prominence, for it makes the

" referents of the theory a class of external facts that all observers generally agree

upon. So, in the end, the role of the subjective observer is no different than

it was in classical physics" he is the subjective observer of essentially objective

ex_temal facts. The issue of the connection of brain processes to mental process
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is thus never brought fi_to queztion. In fact, this issue is moved by Bohr outside

the domain to which quantum theory might apply by raising certain objections

in principle to the application of quantum theory to biological systems.

In Bohr_s words: "The incessant exchange of matter which is insel:arably
t

connected with life will even imply the impossibility of regarding an organism

as a well--defined system of material particles like the system considered !n any ,a

account of the ordinary and physical chemical properties of matter. In fact,

we are led to conceive the proper biological regularities as representing laws of

nature complementary to the account of properties of inanimate bodies ...'_).

The problem behind these words is that the interaction of a quantum system

with its environment introduces conceptual difficulties that are, in fact, much

more severe than those of classical physics. In classical physics when a particle

leaves the system _,nd becomes part of the environment it leaves the system i:,

a state that is well defined in principle. In quantum theory this is not thr case.

The state of the residual system alone is not well de_ed, one must, in principle,

for a complete description, keep track of each particle that has left; the state

of the residual part depends on the location of each particle that has left, but

eax:h such location is defined only as a smeared-out superposition of possibilities.

This means that each current brain state is not a single state in which the parts

have well-defined locations, but is rather a superposition of states in which

the parts have locations that depend on the ill-defined locations of the many

particles that have long since left the brain and body. But what thought can be

associated with such a smeared-c _ ; superposition of brain sta_es?

As Bohr emphasizes, some new ideas are needed: the strictly orthodox inter-

pretation of quantum theory gives neither a practically useful nor conceptually

cogent picture of what is going on in brains. The Heisenberg ontology, provides

the simplest cogent extention of the strictly orthodox position. In it the ac-

tual brain events constitute a closely packe<l sequence of events that continually

defined the key macroscopic features of the brain state.

7.4L Compaz/son to von Neumann and Wigner

von Neumazm's analysis of the process of measurement involves a sequence

of measuring devices, each of which detects the result of a measurement per-

formed by the device prior to it in tkis sequence, with the final _device" lying
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deep withinthebrain,von Neumann accepteda principleof "pscho-physical

parallelism", which asserts that the process of subjective perception has a coun-

terpart in the objective physical world, described in ordinPry space.

von Neumann's colleague, Eugene Wigner, elaborateu upon this idea, sug-

, gesting, rather, a reciproc_ interaction between mind and matter. 3°) However,

in his later works TMWigner rejected the idea that unmodified orthodox quart-

" turn theory can be applied to macroscopic systems. He, like Bohr, cited the

important effects of interactions with an uncontrollable environment.

It is worth emphasizing that in the proposal being advanced here the actual

events associated with human conscious experiences are not pres_Lmed to be

the only actual events: actual events associated for example with the firing

of a Geiger counter are presumed to exist, as Heisenberg assumed. Here it

is merely accepted that, under similar conditions, the brain, which a/so is a

physical system, should a/so be subject to the collapsing action of actual events.

8. Related Philosophical Issues

The success of classical physics in earlier centuries gave credence to the

Newtonian idea of the universe as a machine, and to the concomitant Carte-

sian idea of consciousness es an impotent witness to a pr_--vrdained course of

events. The rise of quantum theory in this century modified the Cartesian idea

only slightly. In the absence of a quantu:o-mechanica/treatment of the brain,

consciousness became, instead, an impotent witness to a whimsical course of

events. This constitutes no basic change in the Cartesian conception of the role
of consciol:_3ness.

This Cartesian idea, b_'w_kedby the authority of science, has exerted an

enormous influence on philosophy, and a corrosive influence on the philosoph-

ica/foundations of human values. On the other hand, the quantum theory of

consciousness described above will, if validated by ongoing empirical studies,

constitute a scientifically supported alternative to the Cartesian ontology. It

° will, as such, have far-reaz/dng philosophica/ ramifications. Two of these are

briefly mentioned.

8.1 The Efficacy of Consdousness

In Heisenberg's ontology the actual event is efficacious: it ac%ualizes one

localized macroscopic pattern of activity from among a set of previously allowed
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possibilities. These possibilities, or, more prec_is_iy, the tendencies for the actual-

ization of these alternative possible activities, are generated in a mathematically

deterministic way by Heisenberg's equations of motion, which are the quantum

analogs of corresponding classical equations of motion.

According to the theory advanced here each actual event has two aspects;

a feel, and a physical representation within the quantum formalism. The feel

is asserted to be a veridical image of the effect of the action of the physi.r.ally
described event.

At the purely physical level the Heisenberg actual event is passive: it is

simply the coming into being of a new set of tendencies. However, in the context

of the present ontology the actual event must be construed actively: the event

actualizes the shift in tendencies. If the feel is identified as the active aspect of

the event then the feel is the veridJcal feel of actively actualizing the new state of

affa£rs, and consciousness becomes the efficacious agent that it veridica_y feels
itself to be.

8.2 The Quantum Choice

The question arises: What determines which of the alternative possible

brain activities is ac*,ualizedby an actual event?

According to contemporary quantum theory, two factors contribute to this

quantum choice. The first is the local deterministic evolution of tendencies

governed by the Heisenberg equation of motion. This factor brings in all of the

local historical influences such as heredity, learning, reflective contemplation on

priorities and values, etc., that contribute to the formation of the current state

of the brain. These factors determine, however, only the tender, des, or weights,

associated with the va.dous possible distinct 'courses of action. Then an actual

event occurs. This event actualizes one of the distinct top-level patterns of brain

activity, and hence selects one these distinct possible courses of action. This

selection is, according to contemporary quantum theory, made by the second

factor: pure chance.

Pure brute stochasticity, with no ontological substrata, is in my opinion an

absurdity: the statistical regula.,'ities must have some basis. On the other hand,

the answer provided by contemporary quantum theory is probably correct in

the sense that the basis for the quantum choices cannot be conceptualized in
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terms of the ideas that it employs. Within that framework these choices must

therefore appear to come out of nowhere; they must be, in the word used by

Pauli and by Bohr , "irrational".

, This inadequacy of the usual concepts can, I believe, be deduced by attend-

ing to certain features of the mathematical structure of the quantum formalism

, itself. The Heisenberg ontology is a kind of pictorial representation of this

mathematical structure. It has, however, one exceedingly strange feature. This

feature is superficially similar to the correlation effects that occur in classical

statistical mecha_cs. Classically, if two systems become statistically correlated,

due to some interaction between them, and each of them subsequently moves to

one of two regions that are spatially well separated, then a measurement on one

of the systems can provide statistical information about the other system, even

though the two systems are far apart. There is nothing strange about this. How-

ever, if the statistical weights are interpreted as "objective tendencies", which

have objective existence, which is the basic idea of Heisenberg's ontology, then

the change in the far-away statistical properties as a consequence of a measure-

ment performed here would constitute an instantaneous action-at-a-<iistance.

The Heisenberg ontology manifests precisely such an action-at-a-distance,

and hence would seem to be unacceptable. At least it seemed to be unacceptable

until the work of J.S. Be]j in 1964. 32)That work, suitably reformulated_), shows,

however, that if the choices between macroscopically distinct alternatives, such

as the firing or non/u-ing of a Geiger counter, are indeed made by nature, as the

Heisenberg ontology maintains (in opposition to the many-worlds view, which

maintains that both alternatives occur, but in noncommunicating branches of

the universe) then these choices cannot be implemented by local actions: they

can be implemented only by actions that transcend spacetime separation; i.e.,

that can act without attenuation over large space--like distances.

The conclusion, here, is that if the many-world idea is incorrect, and the

macroscopic world is therefore roughly what it appears to be, then the structure

of the predictions of quantum theory itself demands that the basic process of

nature be intrinsically global: it cannot respect spatial separations in the way

that familiar causal processes do. Thus to the extent that we confine our thinking

to processes of the familiar local kind the quantum choice must appear to come
from nowhere.
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The implication of the foregoing considerations is that although the flow

of conscious events associated with a particular human brain has important

personal aspects, which arises from the fact that the content of these events is

the feel of the acts of manipulation of the web of s_nbols created by the brain

upon that web itself,nevertheless the fundamental process that is expressing

itself through these local events is intrinsically global in character: it cannot be

understood as being localized in the brain, or in the body. Rather it must act

in a coordinated way over much of space. Neither contemporary science nor the

present work addresses the issue of how that global process works. Our ignorance

concerning this intrinsically global process is represented in these theories by the

introduction of "pure choice".

9. Summary

The quantum theory of consciousness developed here"

1. Makes consdousnesseffica_ous.

2. Rests directly on the mathematical formalism of quantum theory.

3. Parsimoniously accepts no kinds of entities not present in the Heisenberg
or Copenhagen conceptions of nature.

4. Adheres fully to quantum thinking.

5. Meets the Einstein demand that basic physical theory describe the pro-

cesses of nature, not merely our knowledge of those processes.

6. Mends the Cartesian cut by identifying an entity, the Heisenberg actual

event, that unites as its two fazes the subjective and objective aspects of mind-
brain action.

7. Enunciates a principle of mind-brain isomorpb.]sm that seems able to

account for the full content and structure of felt human experience, and its
connection to brain process.

8. Identifies the "selF' as a slowly evolving background component of human

experience, not as the owner of that experience.

9. Describes the consciousness of man as a localized aspect of a global
integrative process.
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